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THESIS ABSTRACT

"And the Woman Is a Stranger":
The Double-Voiced Discourse
in Jean Rhys's Voyage in the Dark and Wide Sargasso Sea

by
Hsiao-chien Lee

As the daughter of an English father, Jean Rhys inherited
from her father and his sister the assertion that England was
her motherland.

On the other hand, growing up in Dominica

which is inhabited mostly by African-Caribbean people, and
surrounded by black servants--some of whom were her childhood
playmates, Rhys naturally identifies herself with blacks.

In

her unfinished autobiography (Smile Please 1979), Rhys points
out that she used to envy black people, feeling that they
laugh a lot and seem to have a better time than whites do.
Nevertheless, the problematic tensions of colonial and postcolonial society obstructed the development of intimacy and
trust between blacks and whites.

Rhys was quite conscious of

the hatred of the black people: in Wide Sargasso Sea (1966)·
she shows the white heroine run after and called by the name

ii

"white cockroach" by blacks.

Meanwhile, lacking any sense of

belonging to her supposed motherland, England, Rhys, in most
of her works, presented it as a cold and dull place inhabited
by people who are rude and indifferent.

Therefore, no matter

whether in Dominica or in England, Rhys was always burdened by
a feeling of belonging nowhere.

Consequently, her awareness

of alienation and placelessness is truthfully reflected in
almost every one of her West Indian creole heroines: they are
exhibited as women deprived of racial, cultural, and social
identities and thus can live only as underdogs.
In

my

thesis,

I

explore

how

Rhys's

heroines

creole

heroines, Anna in Voyage in the Dark (1967) and Antoinette in
Wide Sargasso Sea (1966), are isolated by both English and
Caribbean communities, and how they are, therefore, doomed to
suffer from their loss of identity.

I also examine how the

language that Rhys employs in the two novels--according to M.
M.

Bakhtin,

a

double-voiced discourse,

while

erasing the

boundary between different voices, distinguishes the heroines'
inner

struggle

and

awareness

of

alienation.

With

the

simultaneous presentation of various speeches and styles in
one single syntactic unit (either a sentence or a passage),
Rhys implicitly yet impressively reveals her creole heroines'
confusion, anguish, and desperation.
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Introduction

Leaving Dominica for England at the age of sixteen, Jean
Rhys left her birthplace.

On the way to England, young Rhys

once assumed that all her childhood, the West Indies, and her
family "had been left behind" and had become "the past" (Smile
Please 76).

The truth, however, is that her memories of the

West Indies did not become the remote past; on the other hand,
her impression of England remained unpleasant even though Rhys
spent almost all the rest of her life there.

In a May 1964

letter to Diana Athill, Rhys told her friend, "You see--I have
never liked England or most English people much--or let's say
I

am

terrified

of

them.

111

In

her

literary

works

Rhys

constantly recalls the bright sunshine and dynamic dark people
of the Caribbean, and repeatedly portrays exiled women who,
after moving from the hot, familiar West Indies to cold, alien
England, are unable to adapt to the new circumstances.

In

this manner, the dislocated heroines, though differently named
in Rhys's various works, ceaselessly convey their loneliness,
helplessness,
Voyage

in the

and despair;
Dark

(1967)

among them are Anna Morgan
and Antoinette

Cosway

in

in Wide

Sargasso Sea (1966).
As many critics have noticed,

the publication of Wide

Sargasso Sea in 1966 made Rhys well-known for her sensitivity
not only as a female writer, but also as a Caribbean writer.
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Before that critics tended to explore Rhys as a feminist,
"pursuing the theme of woman oppressed and alienated in maledominated society" (Nunez-Harrell 286).

With the outstanding

achievement of"Wide Sargasso Sea, however, critics started to
re-examine Rhys's works as "politically charged both in terms
of the power politics of gender and the power politics of
colonialism"

(Howells

2).

The

"doubly-colonized"

white

protagonists in Rhys's works are called attention to by Robin
Visel; the "historical consciousness" of Rhys is pointed out
by Evelyn Hawthorne Vanouse.

Moreover, critics have come to

awareness of Rhys's own West-Indian background,
Rhys herself

sensing in

"the ambiguity of being an insider/outsider"

(Borinsky 113}, and therefore have assumed that Rhys "gives
the

same

marginality

to

her

heroines"

(Cudjoe

19}.

Nevertheless, the various interpretations of Rhys's works, as
Coral Ann Howells
"themselves

the

states,

site

of

only prove that the
these

multiple

texts

are

voices which

the

critics hear and interpret through their different ideological
frameworks"

(5); they evoke different opinions, because the

texts themselves are filled with charming ambiguities.
Rhys's language is the most important vehicle of the
ambiguities in her works; Louis James calls it a language out
of Rhys's "singular instinct for form"
language

filled

participles.

with

dashes,

( 22) .

ellipses,

It is also a
fragments,

and

Naturally critics devote their attention to the

unique style of Rhys's works.

DeBorah Kelly Kloepfer notices
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the

"confusion

of

tenses,

blurring

of

the

boundaries

of

subject, loss of punctuation, predication, [and] chronology"
in Rhys's works (454); Robert A. Meyers and J. Gill Holland
sense that Rhys "self-consciously married" . . . "the streamof-consciousness technique" with her works so that specific
themes can be conveyed

(150).

Nevertheless,

I

find that

Rhys's "unique forms of interior monologue and of a fragmented
style" (Emery 418) not only signify her heroines' sufferings,
but also uncover Rhys's own contradictory motives.
December

1949

letter

to

Peggy Kirkaldy,

Rhys

In a

stated her

bewilderment:
I never wanted to write. I wished to be happy
and peaceful and obscure.
I was dragged into
writing by a series of coincidences--Mrs. Adam,
Fork, Paris--need for money.
I tried to stop--again I've been dragged back.
So I must go on now failure or not--lies or no
lies.
Obviously writing both comforts and distresses Rhys.

On the

one hand, she intended to escape the unhappiness in her life:
"If I

could have shut my eyes to what seemed to me the

dreadful and not to be escaped ugliness of life in England
without money--well, I might have escaped--by other methods-other weapons which I
February 1946).

can use"

(Letter to Peggy Kirkaldy,

On the other hand, she hated to become the

object of people's investigation:

"That does not matter at

all, for all of a writer that matters is in the book or books.
It is idiotic to be curious about the person" (Smile Please
136) .

As a result of expressing it, Rhys poured into her
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works the distress she personally sensed, however, in vague,
ambiguous language.
Sea,

the

two

In Voyage in the Dark and Wide Sargasso

novels

that

I

am going

to

explore,

Rhys's

heroines, also the narrators of the novels, frequently subvert
the storytelling with their own internal speeches.

Thus the

boundary between languages is erased, and Rhys's reader may
perceive simultaneously two, sometimes more than two, voices
in one passage, or even in one sentence.
"Discourse

in

the

Novel"

M. M. Bakhtin in his

(collected

in

The

Dialogic

Imagination: Four Essays by M. M. Bakhtin, 1981) calls such a
narration "double-voiced discourse'' (324) .
According to Bakhtin, in novel style there is an aspect
of "enormous significance" (305), named "hybrid construction"
(304).

A hybrid construction is "an utterance that belongs,

by its grammatical (syntactic) and compositional markers, to
a single speaker, but that actually contains mixed within it
two

utterances,

'languages, '
(304).

two

speech

manners,

two

styles,

two

two semantic and axiological belief systems"

Bakhtin emphasizes that, in comic novels, the hybrid

construction

often

occurs

when

the

character's

speech

influences authorial speech; consequently, the author's speech
is mixed with "another's speech in another's language" (324).
In Rhys's novels, with the recurrent emergence of the heroinenarrator's interior monologue while she is telling the story,
Rhys seems to employ such double-voiced discourse to convey
the

heroine-narrator's

anguish.

However,

using

such
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discourse, what Rhys intends to distinguish in her novels,
rather than two different "belief systems," are her heroine's
psychological turmoil and displacement as an outsider.

In

other words, in the heroine-narrator's speeches, Rhys's reader
perceives

two

persons

objectively what

speaking:

is happening,

one

ie. ,

tries

the

to

fact;

report

the other,

contrarily, reveals the heroine's turbulent feelings behind
the fact.

Therefore, although in fact only one person, the

heroine-narrator, is speaking, what Rhys's reader perceives
are two distinct speeches, which share the same sentence, or
sentences, yet differ in styles.
"belief

systems"

may

be

Thus, although no different

observed

in

Rhys's

novels,

the

emotional turbulence and bewilderment of her heroines are
surely

detected.

And

their

status

as

outcasts

is

also

distinguished due to the double-voiced discourse.
In addition to exploring the double-voiced discourse in
Rhys's two novels, I will also focus on the alienation that
the two heroines sense as outcasts.
Dark),

born

in the West

Indies,

To Anna (Voyage in the
London,

the place where

"[p]lenty people there have heart like stone" ("Let Them Call
it Jazz" 164), is the wrong stage that she happens to step on.
Her displacement from the West Indies to England, therefore,
makes her repeatedly fail in her roles, whether of mistress or
of manicurist.

Back on the other side of the Sargasso Sea,

however, Antoinette (Wide Sargasso Sea) in the West Indies is
also an outcast,

rejected by both black West Indians and
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upper-class whites.

Looking into the mirror, trying to find

her

she

lost

imprisoned

identity,

is no more

in her own misery.

As

or
a

less

than

conclusion,

a

woman

the two

heroines, though living respectively in England and the West
Indies, share the same fate, which is also Rhys's own fate--to
be alienated as an eternal exile.

7

Note

1

The lines here are quoted from The Letters of Jean Rhys, edited
by Francies Wyndham and Diana Melly, 1984.
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I. When the Curtain Falls:
A Misplaced Actress in Voyage in the Dark

Like Rhys herself, at the age of sixteen, Anna Morgan,
the heroine
Indies,

in Voyage

in the Dark

the hot land of her birth,

(1967),

left the West

for England,

theory" but "coldly remote in reality" (Meyers

&

"home in

Holland 156).

However, her stay in England proves to be a wrong choice.

For

being a "Hottentot," (13), a person used to the heat and even
declaring that "[b]eing black is warm and gay, being white is
cold and sad" (31), Anna always feels upset about the cold in
England--especially when her memory of the West Indies keeps
reminding her of the warmth there.
Furthermore, without any financial support from any of
her relations--who are either eager to get rid of her, as is
her stepmother, or troubled by their own economic problems,
like her uncles--Anna cannot help but struggle to make her
living, though she is not well prepared for so doing yet.

As

a result, starting a new life in London, an "impersonal" and
"materialistic" city (James 37), except for sensing people's
indifference
Accordingly,

and
as

without
Arnold

E.

mercy,
Davidson

Anna

learns

states,

nothing.

despite

"the

ostensible glamor of the stage" on which she performs (as a
chorus girl), Anna lives a "gray, grim life" (46).

She moves

from a cheap apartment to a cheaper one, confronting ruder
landladies; she is looked at sideways by men, who size her up
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with only one or two stares; she makes friends with pathetic
women, who care simply about whether they are "getting lines
under [their] eyes" (18), or whether they can "get everything
out of" men ( 44) .
among

people.

In short, Anna perceives little concern

Therefore,

deeply

hurt

by

the

cold--both

literally and symbolically, Anna feels that in her heart she
is consistently sad, "with the same sort of hurt that the cold
gave [her] in [her] chest" ( 15) .

The "real" West Indian, "the

fifth generation on [her] mother's side" (55), waving goodby
to her birthplace with tears running down, suffers from her
loneliness as living in "loathsome" London,

the "vile and

stinking hole" (47).
Hence,

in reality, Anna, the heroine,

also the first-

person narrator, is like an actress who is thrown onto a stage
where she does not belong:
there. . . . " ( 1 7) .

"A curtain fell and then I was

And she is astonished to find that on the

stage everything is alien to her:
It was as if a curtain had fallen,
hiding
everything I had ever known.
It was almost like
being born again. The colours were different, the
smells different, the feeling things gave you right
down inside yourself was different.
(7)
As a result, Anna, the symbolically misplaced actress, fails
to act properly in a frustrating situation that she is obliged
to

encounter.

In the

following pages

of

the novel,

she

continuously makes mistakes, behaving just like an actress who
forgets her lines, or worse, who shows up in a scene that she
is

not

supposed

to

play,

and

therefore

can

only

react

10
fearfully
rehearsal.
life

out

of

instinct,

forgetting

all

about

the

In dismay, the misplaced heroine mixes up her real

back-stage

confronts

her

on

with

stage;

the
she

unfamiliar

can no

longer

situation
tell

that

reality

she
from

dreams, real life from performance: "Sometimes it was as if I
were back there [the West Indies) and as if England were a
dream.

At other times England was the real thing and out

there was the dream, but I could never fit them together" (8).
Anna not only confuses reality with her dreams; she also
frequently abandons herself in her inner world--particularly
when she is too frightened to face the reality.

To intensify

Anna's bewilderment, Rhys employs double-voiced discourse, a
discourse that, as M. M. Bakhtin thoughtfully observes in his
The Dialogic Imagination, constantly cuts itself by blurring
the

boundaries

between

different

persons'

speeches

furthermore, between the narrator's own speeches.

or,

Erasing the

boundary of Anna's story-telling and her interior monologue,
Rhys shows how her heroine is struggling to find her way in
the "void" between two worlds (Casey 97) : one is the one that
she presently lives in but hates; the other is the one that
she has left behind but still loves.
After moving to England, Anna lives an unhappy as well as
poor life: she works as a chorus girl, and tries to learn from
the other chorus girls the lesson of how to "swank a bit"
(10), so that she may attract a rich man who will support her.
Unfortunately, the shy and fragile Anna is not well qualified
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for the role of

'huntress. '

When she and her roommate,

Maudie, run across Jones and Jeffries, Anna cannot help being
irritated by the two men's reckless manners:
both.

"I hated them

You pick up people and then they are rude to you.

This

business of picking up people and then they always imagine
they can be rude to you"

( 13) .

In this passage,

Anna's

storytelling is cut by her interior monologue; apparently,
Anna would feel too much pain if she referred to herself in
her narration,

so that she automatically shifts the first-

person subject to the second one.
pointedly

her

distaste

for

By so doing, Anna expresses

people's

rudeness,

while

her

confusion at living in a strange land--the land discouraging
her immediately when she steps on it--is implicitly exhibited:
. . . . oh I '.m not going to like this place I'm not
going to like this place I'm not going to like this
place--you'll get used to it Hester kept saying I
expect you feel like a fish out of water but you'll
soon get used to it--now don't look like Dying Dick
and Soleman Davy as your poor father used to say
you'll get used to it. . .
(17)
Anna's voice here,

a

voice which shuttles back and forth

between her interior monologue and the memory of her aunt's
dialogue, betrays her anguish at being an alien.

Obviously

Anna's fantasy about England melts away as soon as she reaches
the land, and her chaotic way of telling the story reveals her
disappointment and astonishment when she first saw it.

Anna's

case, however, is not unusual among Rhys's white West Indian
creoles.
the Books"

In one of her short stories, "The Day They Burned
(1968)

1,

Rhys shows how impractical is the white
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creole

children's

knowledge

of

England,

their

so-called

"home":
It was Eddie
who first infected me with
doubts about 'home', meaning England. He would be
so quiet when others who had never seen it--none of
us had ever seen it --were talking about its
delights, gesticulating freely as we talked-London, the beautiful, rosy-cheeked ladies, the
theatres, the shops, the fog, the blazing coal
fires in winter, the exotic food (whitebait eaten
to the sound of violins), strawberries and cream-the word 'strawberries' always spoken with a
guttural and throaty sound which we imagined to be
the proper English pronunciation.
("The Day They
Burned the Books" 46)
It would not be surprising if Anna were found among these
children in "The Day They Burned the Books."

Obviously, both

Anna and the children in the short story projected an England
in their imagination before coming to realize that it was
merely their imagination.
In her unfinished autobiography, Rhys also talks about
such a fantasy:

"I thought a great deal about England, not

factually but what I had read about it.
winter,

I pictured it in the

a country covered with snow and ice but also with

millions
Therefore,

upon

millions

of

like Rhys herself,

fires"

(Smile

Please

51).

incapable of imagining being

cold, Anna starts her journey for England with an impractical
apprehension

of

it.

Leaving the

land

of

her

birth

and

childhood, however, Anna cannot wave goodbye light-heartedly.
Her narration here, with the blurring of the boundary bet
Anna's descriptive discourse and her interior monologue, s
how Anna is suffering from the feeling of loss:
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It was when I looked back from the boat and
saw the lights of the town bobbing up and down that
was the first time I really knew I was going.
Uncle Bob said well you're off now and I turned my
head so that nobody would see me crying--it ran
down my face and splashed into the sea like the
rain was splashing--Adieu sweetheart adieu-- And I
watched the lights heaving up and down-- (32)
'

Unlike Rhys, who acted cheerfully on leaving Dominica:
"Already all my childhood,

the West Indies,

my father and

mother had been left behind; I was forgetting them.

They were

the past" (Smile Please 76), Anna keeps pretending that she is
still at home in the West Indies (Voyage in the Dark 7).

Her

sufferings caused by the dislocation not only prevent her from
adjusting herself to the life in a new world, but also make
her continuously choose wrong roles to play in her real life.
Such suffering might be perceived by reading another of Rhys's
short stories, "Overture and Beginners Please" (Rhys's shortstory version of Anna before the latter meets Jeffries, 1976):
It was while I was staring at the empty
ghostly-looking desks that I felt a lump in my
throat.
Tears-- my heart a heavy jagged weight.
Of course premonitions, presentiments had brushed
me before, cold and clammy as a bat's wing, but
nothing like this. Despair, grey-yellow like their
sky.
I stayed by the window in the cold thinking
'What is going to become of me? Why am I here at
all?'
("Overture and Beginners Please" 69)
As a matter of fact,

to an alien--in this case, Anna--the

street of London could be "hostile," and the city itself could
be "always squashed up against perfect strangers" ("Overture
and Beginners Please"

70).

Worse,

the only comfort,

the

memory of the land where she comes from, could be eliminated
by the unpleasant impression of the new landscape:
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I remembered the stars, but not the moon. It
was a different moon, but different in what way? I
didn't know.
I remembered the shadows of trees
more elearly than the trees, the sound of rain but
not the scent of any of the flowers.
As for the
mountains, the hills and the sea, they were not
only thousands of miles away, they were years away.
("Overture and Beginners Please" 71)
With

such

a

weary memory,

which

signifies

her

lost

identity, Anna, the misplaced actress, can do nothing but keep
falling--a

skill

which

a

beginner may

learn

from

acting

lessons at the Academy of Dramatic Art: "When you're stabbed
in the back you fall like this, and when you're stabbed in
front you fall like this, but if you stab yourself you fall
differently.
And

her

Like this" ("Overture and Beginners Please" 73) •

effort

to

please

English

people,

especially

Englishmen, may result in an end similar to the one in Rhys's
"On Not Shooting Sitting Birds" (1976)--in which the heroine
tries to make up a lie about a shooting party in the West
Indies in order to interest the man that she is dating, but at
last ironically offends the Englishman: "Do you mean to say
that your brothers shot sitting birds?"

(78)

Although Anna

may console herself by saying such words as "Some other night
perhaps, another sort of man 11 ("On Not Shooting Sitting Birds"
78) ,

standing on a stage where she has no idea of how to

perform properly, the heroine is doomed to repeat her defeat-even though she can find another sort of man on some other
night!
In her autobiography, Rhys recalls her first visit to the
zoo

in

London,

which

is

a

very

unpleasant

experience.
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According to Rhys's description, the lions there had sad eyes,
pacing up and down ceaselessly; the birds flew in a bewildered
way,

"[t)rying desperately to get out"

(Smile Please 82).

Rhys's impression of the hopeless and miserable animals is
reproduced in her misplaced heroine, Anna.
alien environment,

Imprisoned in an

Anna resembles the caged animals,

who,

except for waiting for someone to set them free, can never run
away

from

the

visitors'

"raking eyes"

("Mannequin"

118).

Therefore, paralyzed in the both literal and symbolical cold
in England, Anna craves human warmth, and Jeffries, the man
she happens to meet on the street, in her irrational belief,
becomes her rescuer.
With a fancy that Jeffries may end her forlorn situation,
Anna starts her life as an obsequious mistress, a role that
she is not capable of playing and will finally cost her her
individuality and self-esteem.

Nevertheless, attempting to

play her role as an attractive mistress, Anna concentrates
most of her attention on clothes.

Ironically, as shown in the

following passage, such an action seems to upset Anna more:
About clothes, it's awful.
Everything makes
you want pretty clothes like hell. People laugh at
girls who are badly dressed. Jaw, jaw, jaw . . . .
'Beautifully dressed woman .
' As if it isn't
enough that you want to be beautiful, that you want
to have pretty clothes, that you want it like hell.
As if that isn't enough. But no, it's jaw, jaw and
sneer, sneer all the time.
And the shop-windows
sneering and smiling in your face.
And then you
look at the skirt of your costume, all crumpled at
the back. And your hideous underclothes. You look
at your hideous underclothes and you think, 'All
right,
I'll
do
anything
for
good
clothes.
Anything-- anything for clothes.'"
(25)
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In

this

passage

Anna's

interior

monologue

dominates

her

fragmentary narration; the distinction between Anna's and the
imagined,

other people's voices is also missed.

Anna shifts the subjects unexpectedly.

Moreover,

All of these simply

show that Anna is furious with the standard used when judging
a

woman--that

is,

what she wears--

and that she

is very

impatient to become like others (more precisely, to be like
other women who know how to dress themselves gorgeously so
that they can snatch men whenever they want to).

Therefore,

Anna seems to feel obliged to shift the subjects so that she
may shun the pain to which she is severely sensitive.
Though disagreeing with the rigid standard of judging
women,

in reality Anna

Therefore,

once

cannot but resign herself

getting

everything will be fine.

new

clothes,

Anna

to

dreams

it.
that

The following passage betrays Anna's

contradiction: "This is a beginning.

Out of this warm room

that smells of fur I'll go to all the lovely places I've ever
dreamt of.

This is the beginning"

(28).

As shown here, by

inserting several lines of italics, Anna, though making her
narration inconsistent because of the unexpected exhibition of
her inner thought, explicitly expresses her eagerness to start
a new life, a life in which, thanks to the transformation that
the new clothes have effected, she would become "a different
girl"

and

would

"always

be

happy"

(Smile

Please

74).

Nevertheless, as Nancy J. Casey states, these new dresses will
make Anna "really little more than a body clad in various
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fabrics" (16), rather than transforming her into a new person.
In addition to getting new dresses, her first step as a
mistress,

Anna

continues

on

her

second

step:

to

become

accustomed to accepting men's money in payment for being their
sexrnate.

Receiving the first twe,nty-f i ve pound notes from

Jeffries,

Anna

acts

as

if

nothing

special

has

happened;

however, the shifting of the subject from "I" to "you" reveals
Anna's attempt to avoid the embarrassment that she is actually
aware of:
I took the money from under my pillow and put it
into my handbag.
I was accustomed to it already.
It was as if I had always had it.
Money ought to
be everybody's.
It ought to be like water.
You
can tell that because you get accustomed to it so
quickly. (27)
In her autobiography, Rhys explains her concept about
money and sex; to Rhys, the mixing of money and sex symbolizes
the transformation of an independent woman into a specific
man's subordinate or vassal:
It seems to me now that the whole business of
money and sex is mixed up with something very
primitive and deep.
When you take money directly
from someone you love it becomes not money but a
symbol. The bond is now there. The bond has been
established.
I am sure the woman's deep-down
feeling is 'I belong to this man, I want to belong
to him completely.' It is at once humiliating and
exciting. (Smile Please 97)
As matters stand, by kissing Jeffries's hand while receiving
his money, Anna has become a woman who is willing to belong to
her man completely.

Hence Anna, as Wendy Brandmark notices,

"not only accepts Walter [Jeffries] as her master, but ensures
that she will be victimized"

(24).

Nevertheless,

such an
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eagerness to belong to someone contributes to Anna's lack of
security: Anna is so deserted in an alien environment that she
desires to have someone she can rely on, or at least to have
someone she can be with.

For to Anna being all alone,

a

depressing situation once recordeq in Rhys's autobiography,
will bring a woman nothing but utter desperation:
. I stared at the tree and tried to imagine
myself at a party with a lot of people, laughing
and talking and happy.
But it was no use, I knew
in myself that it would never happen.
I would
never be part of anything.
I would never really
belong anywhere, and I knew it, and all my life
would be the same, trying to belong, and failing.
Always something would go wrong.
I am a stranger
and I always will be, . . .
(Smile Please 100)
Feeling that she might be crushed by the room of her
apartment--actually by her

loneliness

blindly that after the visit of

( 3 O) ,

Anna believes

Jeffries her room

different: "as if it [had] grown bigger" (34).

looks

Hence, Anna

has no choice but to assume her role as Jeffries's mistress:
"Of course, you get used to things, you get used to anything.
It was as if I had always lived like that" (40).
However, the symbolic changing to someone she truly is
not merely makes Anna feel more uneasy with the absurd role
that she is compelled to play: "I walked up to the lookingglass and put the lights on over it and stared at myself.
was

as

if

I

were

looking

at

somebody

else"

( 2 3) .

It
Her

narration here exposes her puzzlement:
When I got into bed there was warmth coming
from him and I got close to him. Of course you've
always known, always remembered, and then you
forget so utterly, except that you've always known
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Always--how long is always? (37)

it.

In the passage as printed the italics replace the normal type,
so that Anna's inner voice, which disrupts her narration, is
distinctively exposed.
always?"

which

however,

not

Anna's

The question "Always--how long is

is asked so unexpectedly and so promptly,

only suggests

thoughts,

but

also

the

immediate modification of

signifies

her

confusion:

Anna

intends to act like an experienced mistress, but her intuition
tells her that to do so would be fatal.

Therefore, after her

first sexual intercourse with Jeffries, by which her virginity
is

violated,

Anna

expresses

her

protest

against

her

transformation into a mistress, although in an indirect way.
She tells Jeffries, "I don't like your looking-glass"
Asking Jeffries the question,

(37).

"Have you ever noticed how

different some looking-glasses make you look?" Anna's words
show her

disturbance

experienced--a
identity.

at the

change

Thus,

it

that
is

crucial
deprives

not

change
her

surprising

of

she has
her

that

just

original

Anna

would

sometimes question herself: "My God, this is a funny way to
live.

My God, how did this happen?" (40)
On the other hand, Jeffries is not satisfied with Anna's

new

role,

mistress,

either.

For

to

Jeffries,

is actually passive,

Anna,

the

supposed

indifferent and despondent

rather than charming or passionate.

As a matter of fact,

except when indulging in her memories of the West Indies, Anna
never shows any interest in Jeffries or his social life.

Her
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enthusiasm for telling Jeffries about the West Indies only
provokes his polite yet indifferent response: "I'm sure it's
beautiful, . . . but I don't like hot places much.
cold places.
I

think"

I prefer

The tropics would be al together too lush for me,

(54).

In

this

respect,

without

any

mutual

understanding, Anna's mechanical way of playing the role of
mistress ultimately annoys Jeffries:
go

upstairs,

let's

go

"He imitated me.

upstairs.

sometimes, Miss Morgan'" (88).

You

really

'Let's

shock

me

And in the following passage

Jeffries's reproaching her for passivity explains how Anna
fails in the role of mistress: "Don't be like a stone that I
try to roll uphill and that always rolls down again"

(50).

Thus accused, rather than protest, Anna withdraws to her inner
world.

Her narration here appears ambiguous because of both

the shift of the subjects and the simultaneous exhibition of
Jeffries's voice and hers.
irremediable

affliction

Furthermore,
caused

by

it betrays Anna's

people's

Jeffries's) sneer: "Like a stone,' he said.

(including

It's funny how

you think, 'It won't hurt until I move. '

So you sit perfectly

still.

Apparently, in order

Even your face goes stiff" ( 50) .

not to get hurt, Anna deliberately makes herself a stone that
never

rolls.

And

the

result

is

being pensioned off

by

Jeffries--a result that does not surprise Anna at all, for in
her heart she always knew that "this [was] going to happen,"
and she had been "afraid for a long time" (96).
Being

discarded,

however,

Anna

is

like

an

actress
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rejected

by

performance;

the

audience

on

account

of

her

her audience will never appreciate her alien

characteristics or feel sorry for her bewilderment.
the actress-heroine
observes

when

situation:
though he

terrible

she

in

"Till September Petronella"

is

"'Help me,

And what

performing

exactly

tell me what I

[one of the audience]

reflects

( 1968)
Anna's

have forgotten.'

had looked,

But

as it seemed,

straight into my eyes, and though I was sure he knew exactly
what

I

was

thinking,

he

had

not

helped

me"

( 112) •

Consequently, coming so far from the West Indies to England,
Anna is doomed to lose herself on "that journey" {"Let Them
Call it Jazz" 179).
Anna's

losing

Jeffries,

in

addition

to

making

her

helpless, also means that she loses her "role" as a mistress.
Ironically, never having been pleased with such a role, the
loss still depresses her;

ever after,

Anna behaves like a

drowning person:
It was like letting go and falling back into water
and seeing yourself grinning up through the water, your
face like a mask, and seeing the bubbles coming up as if
you were trying to speak from under the water. And how
do you know what it's like to try to speak from under
water when you're drowned?
'And I've met a lot of them
who were monkeys too,' he said. . . . (98)
In the passage above Anna's interior monologue dominates her
narration.

As it shows, indulging in her own wild thoughts

and feelings,

Anna abruptly cuts her monologue by asking

herself an unanswerable question.

And then, without answering

the question, Anna's narration, once more, unexpectedly turns
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back to her

recollection of Jeffries' s

words.

Thus,

by

merging disorderly Jeffries's voice into hers, Anna betrays
her own upset.

In distress, however, Anna still endeavors to

change Jeffries 1 s mind.

But her useless labor merely uncovers

the disordered situation that she is in.

In an unmailed

appeal to Jeffries, the lack of punctuation betrays Anna's
chaotic feelings: "You can't possibly do this you simply don't
know what you're doing if I were a dog you wouldn't do this I
love you I love you I love you . . .
such

sheets

occasionally
resistance

of

letters

remembers

against

the

scattered

the

history

British

Anna

symbolically

(104).
over
of

With a bunch of
her

bed,

Anna

Caribs'

last

domination.

By

the

Empire's

calling to mind the history of
Caribs,

11

the extermination of

identifies

herself

with

the
the

Caribbean original tribe, and thus her own misery is gloomily
suggested by viewing the tribe's fate: "They had, or used to
Mopo, his name was.

have, a king.

But,

the Caribs!

Here's to Mopo, King of

they are now practically exterminated 11

( 105) .
Anna is not the only Rhys heroine to identify with the
Caribs.

In "Temps Perdi"

(1969)

the nameless heroine, who

feels that England appears to many strangers as "the land of
dead"

(145),

is also fascinated by the declining tribe,

a

tribe whose people are forced to "run and hide when they see
anybody" (155).

Driven by her feeling of identification, the

heroine seeks to make a thorough investigation of the Caribs;
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she sets out on a

journey to the Carib Quarter,

returns to the West Indies,
childhood.

and thus

the place where she spent her

Ironically, the heroine who intends to find her

roots is actually no more or less than an English tourist.
All her knowledge about the lost tribe comes from unofficial
historical books and unfounded rumors--"They are supposed to
have two languages.
don't know.

The women have a language that the men

So they say" (156).

Eventually her journey, not

surprisingly, ends with the photograph-taking:
We took a few photographs, then Charlie [the
heroine's native guide] asked if he might take the
rest.
We heard his condescending voice: 'Will you
turn your side face.
Will you please turn your
full face.
Don't smile for this one. '
('These
people
are
quite
savage
people--quite
uncivilized. ')
( 160)
As it shows here, recalling others' comments on the caribs,
the heroine, while cutting her narration, reveals her true
opinion about the so called "savage" people.

She feels pity

for the Carib warrior on the portrait, who looks "more the
frightened than the frightening savage" (157), and sorry for
the crippled girl whose photographs are taken by the tourist
as souvenirs; however, she is no longer a part of them--they
are "savage;" she is "civilized."

Therefore, she cannot but

choose to go back to England, the place she has already become
accustomed to, although she will forever be an alien there:
Before I leave 'Rolvenden' I'll write them up-on a looking glass, perhaps.
Somebody might see
them who knows about the days that wait round the
corner to be lived again and knows that you don't
choose them, either.
They choose themselves.
( 161)
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The heroine in "Temps Perdi" finally realizes that she is
destined to be exiled in England.

Similarly, Anna in Voyage

in the Dark also has to taste the alien's everlasting pain,
particularly

after

she

is

dismissed

by

Jeffries.

Nevertheless, although life to Anna seems beyond endurance-"I'm nineteen and I've got to go on living and living and
living'"

(109),

she has done nothing to improve it.

Her

interior monologue here reveals her intention to give up:
It's funny when you feel as if you don't want
anything more in your life except to sleep, or else
to lie without moving.
That's when you can hear
time sliding past you, like water running.
(113)
In the passage above, Anna withdraws to her inner world again;
she

refers

to

herself

as

the

second-person

subject,

and

meanwhile pretends that she has already recovered from the
trauma produced by her unsuccessful love affair with Jeffries.
However,

as revealed in her autobiography,

self-destruction

may

hide

behind

such

an intention of

a

disguise 2 •

Therefore, the narration here is one of Rhys's cynical remarks
rather than Anna's thoughtful meditation.

Like the heroine in

"Temps Perdi" who has a homeland that she cannot, or will not,
go back to, Anna continues her banishment in England.

Thus,

her position as a misplaced actress on a wrong stage is more
established.
With a broken heart, Anna, the misplaced actress, starts
her second role not long after being deserted by Jeffries: she
befriends Ethel, a female manicurist, and accordingly becomes
a manicurist.

However, as Anna points out, the reason why she
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comes to Ethel is simply because the latter is "after all. .
. a human being"
then,

is

( 106) .

rather

The relationship between the two,

absurd.

As

a

matter

of

subconsciously confuses Ethel with Jeffries.

fact,

Anna

The following

passage may exhibit how Anna transforms Ethel into Jeffries:
"She [Ethel]

felt my coat.

Her little hands, with short,

thick fingers, felt it; and he .
shiver so much,' he said.
this passage shows,

11

(111).

'Now perhaps you won't
As the pronoun shift in

Anna's mind moves to and fro between

reality and her memory, between Ethel and Jeffries.

And as

suddenly calling to mind Jeffries's voice, Anna's narration
here

betrays

that

unconsciously

she

shifts

Jeffries's subordinate to that of Ethel's:

her

role

to Anna,

of

Ethel

takes Jeffries's place and becomes her new patron.
Moving to live with Ethel and starting her new life as a
manicurist, Anna thinks that she has finally got the security
she seeks.

In Anna's imagination, Ethel is transformed into

Francine, the black servant who used to look after Anna when
she was young in the West Indies:
She[Ethel] went out.
And I lay there and
thought .
. She'll smile and put the tray down and
I'll say Francine I've had such an awful dream--it
was only a dream she'll say--and on the tray the
blue cup and saucer and the silver teapot so I'd
know for certain that it had started again my
lovely life--like a five-finger exercise played
very slowly on the piano like a garden with a high
wall round it--and every now and again thinking I
only dream it it never happened.
(135)
In this passage Anna's disordered way of narrating plainly
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indicates that she is in a very chaotic situation: on the one
hand she senses the tremendous anguish that she cannot resist;
on the other hand she desires to have someone tell her that
all her sufferings are only a dream.

Hence, Anna's narration

is like the talking of a mad person: disorganized yet filled
with overwhelming passion.

In a word,

it is the sort of

narration which just matches her situation as a misplaced
actress, who is speechless with extreme anxiety.
Rather

than

being

Anna's

guardian

angel,

Ethel

is

"herself looking for the sort of help Anna simply needs more
of" (Ferracane 95).
a pathetic woman,

To state it more precisely, Ethel is also
who expects Anna to help her expand her

business as well as her social relationships.

Nevertheless,

Anna, the clumsy- actress who has always "learnt everything too
late," and to whom' everything is "always one jump ahead of
[her]" (Smile Please 132), never notices Ethel's expectation
of her.

Instead, Anna continues to be utterly absorbed in her

own misery:
You pull the sheet over your head and think,
'He got sick of me,' and 'Never, not ever, never.'
And then you go to sleep.
You sleep very quickly
when you are like th~t and you don't dream either.
It's as if you were dead.
(141)
Anna's futile desire to be freed from the burden of the past
is signified by the shift of the subjects here--which means
that Anna would like to become a by-stander rather than the
right person who has to confront the problem.

However, since

Anna seems to accept "all she was told to accept," to try to
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"remember all she was told to remember," but cannot "always
forget all she was told to forget ("The Insect World" 79) , her
anticipation of starting a new life is doomed to fail her; the
old life will still haunt her.

Thus it is very likely that

Anna would experience an unavoidable split in her mind,

a

phenomenon which happens to accord with the double-voiced
discourse:
'It's as if I'm twins,'· . . [my ellipses).
Yet there it was.
Only one of the twins
accepted. The other felt lost, betrayed, forsaken,
a wanderer in a very·dark wood. The other told her
that all she accepted so meekly was quite mad,
potty. . . .
("The Insect World" 80}
As matters stand, one part of Anna plans to start a new
life by living with Ethel;

the other part of her,

on the

contrary, compulsively keeps calling to mind her former lover,
Jeffries, even though he has hurt her so badly.

In fact, in

her heart Anna still hopes that Jeffries is waiting for her:
"I walked along imagining that I was going to his house, and
the look of the street, and ringing the bell.
perhaps

he'd

say,

'I

expected

you

'You're late,'

before'"

( 14 7) •

Unfortunately, whether it is early or late, Anna's timing is
Either

always off.
impossible

for

in imagination or

in reality,

Jeffries to wait for Anna,

it

is

the delinquent

mistress.
Being so haunted by her memory of the past,

and so

stunned to comprehend Ethel's affliction as a lonely woman,
surely Anna fails in her second role.
by Ethel

"half potty"

( 145)

She is at last called

because of her carelessness.
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Furthermore, Anna remains unmoved when Ethel specifically her
distress about being pushed down by people (146), and shows no
response to the latter's furious curse: "It'll happen to you
too.

One day you'll see.

You wait, you wait a bit" (146).

Facing Ethel's bitter abuse (and truth as well), instead of
striking back, Anna lets her mind wander away: "I watched her
shoulders shaking.

A fly was buzzing round me.

I couldn't

think of anything, except that it was December and too late
for flies, or too soon, or something, and where did it come
from" (146).

Anna's indifference here should not be mistaken

for evidence that she is as heartless as those English people
that she hates.

On the contrary,

react instantaneously, for
her of her own.

she is too sensitive to

Ethel's vexation simply reminds

Therefore,

deliberately not to show any

concern, Anna keeps her mind busy by thinking about the flies.
Nevertheless, living with a pathetic woman whose misery
seems to foretell hers, Anna's dread of getting old and thus
becoming another Ethel is predictable.

An incident recorded

in Rhys's autobiography may tell how Anna feels.
autobiography Rhys

narrates

that

once

she was

In her

told by a

f ortuneteller that something great and noble is seen in her
hand.

Hearing the words, Rhys could not hide her enthusiasm:

"I was pleased but not surprised.
Where?
How?
won't.

Oh, I mustn't miss it.

I know.

But what? How?

I must be ready.

Next birthday I'll be nineteen.
But if I do?" (Smile Please 139)

But how?

If I miss it?

You

Probably with the
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same eagerness, although Ethel may be somebody she can "hang
on to" when she is "so dead frightened of life" ("La Grosse
Fifi" 131), Anna ultimately makes up her mind to leave Ethel,
thus putting an end to her second role, the manicurist.
Like a misplaced actress, Anna successively fails in her
roles

(the

first

manicurist) .

one

is

of

mistress

and

the

second

of

Furthermore, whenever she is blamed for not

playing her role properly, Anna retreats to her own personal
world: she becomes paralyzed--either physically or mentally.
For example, after deciding to leave Ethel, instead of making
any plans to move away, Anna spends her time counting all the
towns that she has been to: "I counted up to fifteen and then
slid off into thinking of all the bedrooms I had slept in and
how exactly alike they were, bedrooms on tour" (150).

In her

bewilderment, Anna once more confuses reality with dreams, the
past with the present.
Anna

recalls

her

In the following passages--in which

childhood

in

the

West

Indies--Anna's

narration, an interior monologue which consists of fragments
and

inconsistent sentences,

betrays how she

is unable to

adjust herself, whether in memory or in reality:
. • . The road goes along by the sea. The coconut
palms lean crookedly down to the water.
(Francine
[the black servant] says that if you wash your face
in fresh coconut-water every day you are always
young and unwrinkled, however long you live.) You
ride in a sort of dream, the saddle creaks
sometimes, and you smell of the horse. And then-wait a minute.
Then do you turn to the right or
the left?
To the left, of course.
[my
ellipses] •
( 151)
. . . I kept on looking backwards to see if she was
following me, but when the horse came to the next
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ford and I saw clear water I thought I had
forgotten about her. And now--there she is.
When Ethel brought me in something to eat at
midday . . . [my ellipses]
(152)
Apparently in chaos Ethel becomes the strange woman that
chases Anna in her dream.

And, as the passages show, absorbed

in her memories, Anna mixes up reality and dreams.
question Anna asks

in her monologue may

reality Anna has lost herself,

too.

Hence the

signify that

in

And the shift of the

subjects here may suggest that, even in calling to mind the
past, Anna is incapable of facing her misery,

a misery at

being miscast and miscasting herself.
In despair, Anna cannot but choose to embark upon her
third role,

that

of

a

corrupted woman who

picks

up men

casually for temporary human warmth and financial support.
Nevertheless,

even such a role is too difficult for Anna,

since she, although paralyzed, still has senses.
words,

Anna can feel the vanity and the humiliation that

accompany her new role:
she.

In other

" 'I picked up a girl in London and

That was me.

word, perhaps.

Not 'girl' perhaps.

Never mind"

(157).

Some other

In the passage above,

Anna's interior monologue not only cuts her narration, but
also exposes her uneasiness at being picked up by a boastful
man.

As a result, Anna symbolically becomes the person who

falls overboard in her dream.

With the realization that she

can never go back to the land she has so deeply loved, Anna is
drowned mentally:
Somebody said in my ear,

'That's your island
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that you talk such a lot about.'
And the ship was sailing very close to an
island, which was home except that the trees were
all wrong. These were English trees, their leaves
trailing in the water.
I tried to catch hold of a
branch and step ashore, but the deck of the ship
expanded. Somebody had fallen overboard.
(164)
Anna's third role, that of immoral woman,
pregnancy.

ends in her

After the abortion, instead of feeling released,

Anna is upset by her repeated failure, which is suggested in
her detestation of the similarity of everything: "Everything
was always so exactly alike--that was what I could never get
used to.

And the cold; and the houses all exactly alike, and

the streets going north, south, east, west, all exactly alike"
By

(179).

expressing

her

loathing

of

the

likeness

of

everything, Anna seems to foresee her recurrent suffering,
which apparently does not come to an end with her abortion--an
operation that literally ends a new life.
sick-bed

for

the

doctor,

for

she

is

Wai ting on her

infected

after

the

abortion, Anna hears the doctor tell her friend that she will
be all right and will be "ready to start all over again in no
time"
novel,

(188).

Nevertheless,

in the

last sentences of the

as the rays of light are coming in under the door,

Anna's destiny as a misplaced actress is firmly molded: "I lay
and watched it and thought about starting all over again.
about being new and fresh.

And about mornings,

And

and misty

days, when anything might happen.

And about starting all over

again, all over again. . . (188).

Losing her thoughts in her

murmuring, Anna, with the implied spotlight projecting on her,
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is truly ready to start over again with her fourth role, or
later fifth, sixth, seventh.

However, no matter what

kind of role she tries to play, as a displaced person who is
far away from her beloved land and is unable to learn how to
act properly in the strange land,

Anna is doomed to fail

repeatedly.

And,

as Colette Lindroth asks,

voyaging

the

dark

in

struggle?" {136)

anyway,

what

reason

"since one is
is

there

to

Anna's submission to her fate is distinctly

exhibited; without seeking to leave the alien stage upon which
she

plays

out

her

painful

self-imprisoning,

Anna

will

constantly and everlastingly play wrong roles during her life.
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Notes

1
In my thesis all the short stories that I quote are from Tales of
the Wide Caribbean: Jean Rhys, edited by Kenneth Ramchand, 1976.
2
In Smile Please Rhys discloses that once she intended to commit

suicide.

And what she had in mind at that time was similar to what

Anna in Voyage in the Dark does:
time.

"There was no hurry, plenty of

But now I knew what I wanted.

I wanted nothing" (101).
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II. The Devil in the Mirror:
The Imprisoned Woman in Wide Sargasso Sea

Whereas Anna in Voyage in the Dark always dreams of going
back to her homeland, Rhys's white creole heroines do not live
their

lives very well

in the West

Indies

since they are

excluded by both black and white communities.

In her last

novel, Wide Sargasso Sea (1966), Rhys exposes the confusion,
ambiguity and contradiction that the heroine,

Antoinette,

confronts there.
Persistently tormented by her
therefore, by endless alienation,

loss

of

identity

and,

Antoinette in Wide Sargasso

Sea must acknowledge being a foreigner wherever she is, and is
thus poisoned by her own fear, anxiety, and discomposure.

In

her bewilderment, she gets used to looking into the mirror,
staring at the reflection of herself and seeking to forget
about the hostile and alien environment around her.

However,

the mirror into which she stares unmercifully indicates her
miserable state.
Beginners

Like the heroine of Rhys's "Overture and

Please"

looking-glass

a

(1976),

devil

who

unexpectedly

"grinning over her

sees

shoulder"

in

the
( 68) ,

Antoinette, the alien who is confined by complicated social
and cultural conditions, also transforms herself into a devil-a devil caged in her own misery of no identity.
The double-voiced language that Rhys employs in the novel
also signifies the mirror-devil image.

With Rhys's design, in
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the novel different voices can be heard simultaneously when
the narrator is telling the story; various characters are made
to tell the story respectively in separate sections.
these

voices

and

speeches,

however,

resemble

the

All

di verse

reflections collected in a mirror from different angles.

And

all these reflections focus on only one thing--to make up a
complete

image,

in this

case,

an

alienated woman who

imprisoned both literally and symbolically.
her

novel

itself

function

as

a

mirror,

is

Thus by making
Rhys

skillfully

distinguishes the recurrent and favorite mirror image of Wide
Sargasso Sea, and signifies as well her heroine's sufferings
and struggling in a world where she is condemned.
In

the

first

two

pages

of

Wide

Sargasso

Sea,

Rhys

unhesitatingly exposes the hopeless situation that the white
creoles

(including the heroine's family)

are in after the

Emancipation Act is passed in Jamaica in 1834.
Antoinette's

neighbor,

growing

tired

of

Mr. Luttrell,

waiting

for

the

compensation the English government had promised, shot his dog
"one calm evening" and "swam out to sea," disappearing forever
( 17) .

Antoinette' s mother' s horse, to make the situation more

pathetic,
blacks.

is reported to have been poisoned by the native
In the following passage, Antoinette, first-person

narrator as well as heroine in the novel, expresses her sense
of

the

desperate

condition

that

she

and

her

family

are

confronting:
. When I asked her [Antoinette's mother] why so
few people came to see us, she told me that the
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road from Spanish Town to Coulibri Estate where we
lived was very bad and that road repairing was now
a thing of the past.
(My father, visitors, horses,
feeling safe in bed--all belonged to the past)
( 17) .

The parenthetical sentence above (which is Antoinette's
interior

monologue) ,

Antoinette's
situation

while

narration,

that

she

abruptly

exposes

and

her

her

family

intruding

uneasiness
are

in,

a

about

into
the

situation,

according to Antoinette's mother, that can be expressed in one
word, "marooned" (18).

As matters stand, Antoinette and her

family are deserted by their white compatriots as well as the
supposed mother-country, meanwhile being hated by the black
people whose

hostility

toward the white people

despite the passage of the Emancipation Act.

continues

Therefore, as

suggested by the condition of their garden, which is no longer
as beautiful as that garden in the Bible, the family's lives
have totally "gone wild" and "gone to bush" (19).
Though a teen-ager, Antoinette has already attained the
keenest understanding of what exile is by living alone with a
wretched mother and a mentally ill brother on a remote and
decayed estate.

Furthermore, the very person that repeatedly

rebuffs her is her own mother, a woman who is driven frantic
by the hopeless circumstance that she and her children are in.
Aware that she can never run to her mother whenever she needs
her,

for she was pushed away by the mother once as if her

mother "had decided once and for all" that Antoinette "was
useless to her''

(20), Antoinette states the anguish she had
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felt in her mother's presence: "--once I made excuses to be
near her when she brushed her hair,
cover me, hide me, keep me safe.
more"

(22).

a soft black cloak to

But not any longer.

Not any

With a tone filled with sorrow and regret, the

last two phrases in the passage, again, cutting her narration,
explicitly indicate Antoinette's depression.

As revealed in

the passage, symbolically Antoinette is no more or less then
a motherless child.
In distress, Antoinette looks for a substitute for the
Luckily she does get one: her

almost non-existent mother.
black

nanny,

Christophine.

Despite

Christophine's

companionship, however, Antoinette's forlorn future is still
foretold by the songs that Christophine teaches her:
. . . she taught me the one that meant 'The little
ones grow old, the children leave us, will they
come back?' and the one about the cedar tree
flowers which only last for a day.
The music was gay but the words were sad and
her voice often quavered and broke on the high
note.
'Adieu. ' Not adieu as we said it, but a
dieu, which made more sense after all. The loving
man was lonely, the girl was deserted, the children
never came back. Adieu.
(20)
As the songs predict, the cruel world will ultimately deprive
Antoinette

of

her

innocence,

which,

as

suggested

by

the

departing children in the song, will leave her without turning
back.

And the happiness and security that she clutches when

she is with Christophine will be gone as soon as the shortlived cedar tree flowers.

Even as a young girl, Antoinette

has always known that it is unthinkable for her to enjoy her
childhood the same way as the other children do,

since she
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knows that she is merely a "white cockroach" to the people
around her (23).

And like the little-girl heroine in "Goodbye

Marcus, Goodbye Rose"

(1976), who feels that she must have

been "grown-up" enough to be "wicked" (64), it does not take
young Antoinette long to realize that it is time for her to
say goodbye to her innocent childhood.
In her autobiography, Rhys discloses how she was aware of
people's hatred when she was still a young girl.

During the

time that she went to the convent, young Rhys once desired to
make friends with a beautiful, colored girl sitting next to
her.

Plucking up

courage,

"[s]hyly at

first,

then more

boldly," Rhys talked to the beautiful neighbor; however, the
response she gained was a cold stare:
Finally, without speaking, she turned and
looked at me.
I knew irritation, bad temper, the
'Oh, go away' look; this was different.
This was
hatred--impersonal
,
implacable
hatred.
I
recognised it at once and if you think that a child
cannot recognise hatred and remember it for life
you are most damnably mistaken.
(Smile Please 39)
After that young Rhys never again tried to be friendly with
any of the colored girls, for she knew that they hated her for
only one reason: her skin was a different color from theirs.
Rhys's understanding of people's absurd malevolence was
truthfully

recorded

in

her

literary

works.

In

"Mixing

Cocktails" (1927), for example, the young heroine, as shown in
the following passage, refers to herself as the third-person
subject "one" and later as the second-person subject.

By so

doing, her intention of not being reminded that she is the
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very one manipulated by people is exposed conspicuously:
So soon does one learn the bitter lesson that
humanity is never content just to differ from you
and let it go at that.
Never.
They must
interfere,
actively and grimly,
between your
thoughts and yourself--with the passionate wish to
level up everything and everybody.
(25)
Feeling unable to object against "other people" for she is too
"well-behaved" to be like them (25), the heroine hides away in
her

nightly

duty

of

mixing

cocktails.

With

her

final

comments, the heroine tries to convince herself that she is
content with her achievement · of mixing the cocktails:

"I

measure out angostura and gin, feeling important and happy .
[my ellipses] .

Here there is something I can do.

Action, they say, is more worthy than dreaming"

(26).

The

undertones here, however, have already unveiled her distress.
In Wide
hostility.

Sargasso

Sea

Antoinette

experiences

similar

She is chased by malicious black children and

their humiliating song, "White cockroach, go away, go away.
Nobody want you.
senses,

Go away"

Frightened out of her

(23).

she "never wanted to move again"

( 2 3) --a reaction

parallel to that of the paralyzed Anna in Voyage in the Dark.
Her friendship with the black girl, Tia, is also terminated by
Tia's curse, "white nigger" (24), an action resulting from the
mutual ill feeling between the poor white and the newly-freed
black

communities 1 •

Hence,

it

is

not

surprising

that

Antoinette has the nightmare that she is run after by someone
who hates her: "I could hear heavy footsteps coming closer and
though

I

struggled and screamed

I

could not move"

(27).
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Waking up the next morning with the awareness that "nothing
would be the same.

It would change and go on changing" (27),

Antoinette recognizes that she has no chance to resist the
twist of things in a land which is filled with contradiction,
ambiguity,

and

malice.

Therefore,

wandering

among

the

untraveled places around their house, Antoinette feels that
the razor grass that cuts her legs and arms is better than
people--the

cause

of

the

repeated words, "Better.

wreck

of

everything.

And

the

Better, better than people" (28),

while abruptly cutting Antoinette's descriptive telling of the
episode, expose distinctly her anger at people, especially at
their

distorted,

stereotyped

perceptions.

As

a

result,

remarking that she knows "the time of day when though it is
hot and blue and there are no clouds, the sky can have a very
black look"

(28), Antoinette seems to suggest that in West

Indian society, one should never look only at the surface of
perceptions, for they might be distortions of the truth.
In

her

autobiography,

Rhys

also

presents

such

a

distortion of events, a distortion that may make blue sky have
a "very black look."
John,
write.

Intending to do good, young Rhys taught

the black overseer hired by her father,

to read and

Nevertheless, the lessons did not last long, for Rhys

sensed that John's wife did not appreciate her charitable
deeds:
She [John's wife] didn't greet me or say
anything, she just laughed but her eyes were not
laughing.
John took no notice of her; he didn't
even look up. But I became more and more nervous.
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At last I said that I had to be getting home
as it was late, and as I was walking away I could
hear her laughing: 'kyah, kyah, kyah.'
(Smile
Please 69)
Feeling that her good deed was "ridiculed," "as everything
gets twisted in the West Indies," young Rhys "began to doubt
not only [her] guardian angel, but everything and everybody
else."

And

after that

she

decided that

"the Devil was

undoubtedly stronger than God" (Smile Please 69-70) .
As young Rhys lost her faith in people on account of the
complex racial and social circumstances in the West Indies, so
does

Antoinette

understanding

in

that

Wide
her

Sargasso

mother's

Sea.

With

remarriage

the

with

a

keen
rich

Englishman, Mr. Mason, will not protect them from the hatred
of the blacks, for the new step-father insists that they are
"too damn lazy to be dangerous"

(32), Antoinette privately

remarked: "None of you understand about us" (30).

Apparently,

in her heart Antoinette realizes that Mr. Mason exemplifies
all the other white English immigrants, who come to the West
Indies and incline to see the island from a tourist's point of
view,

that

is,

to

romanticize

it

and

swallow

"the

most

fantastic lies" about it ("Overture and Beginners Please).
And not until they are driven crazy by the savage place, as in
"Pioneers,

Oh,

Pioneers"

(1976),

or

hurt

exactly by

supposed "children" who "wouldn't hurt a fly"

the

(35), do they

come to a true understanding of the complicated social and
cultural conditions in the West Indies.
As

Antoinette's

mother

has

foreseen,

the

blacks
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eventually forge their anger and hatred into action: they burn
down the family's estate.

In dismay, Antoinette runs away

from the flaming house to her black friend,

Tia.

And her

fragmentary contemplation here shows how eager she is to be
protected: "I will live with Tia and I will be like her.
to leave Coulibre.
interracial

Not to go. Not"

friendship

proves

(45).

not to

be

Not

once again, the
sturdy enough to

resist the long-standing enmity between the two races.

Rather

than embracing her helpless friend warm-heartedly, Tia throws
a stone at Antoinette.

With the blood running down her face,

Antoinette looks at Tia and sees the truth that they can never
be real friends: "We stared at each other, blood on my face,
tears on hers.
glass" (45).

It was as if I saw myself.

Like in a looking-

The two little girls stand as if in two opposite

worlds, confronted with each other's fear and sorrow.

From

then on, Antoinette is haunted by the image of the mirror, an
object reflecting not only her figure, but also her misery.
Due to the fire, Antoinette loses her little brother and
also, symbolically, her mother, who goes mad after the fire
and is therefore sent away.

Afterwards,

in the convent the

sisters' stories can no longer comfort sad Antoinette:
As we work, Mother St Justine reads us stories
from the lives of the Saints, . . . (my ellipses].
The saints we hear about were all very beautiful
and wealthy.
All were loved by rich and handsome
young men.
'
more lovely and more richly dressed
than he had ever seen her in life, ' drones Mother
St Justine.
'She smiled and said, "Here Theophilus
is a rose from the garden of my Spouse, in whom you
did not believe."
The rose he found by his side
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when he awoke has never faded.
("Oh, but where? Where?") ( 54)
Here

by

interrupting

her

narration

It still exists.'
with

her

interior

monologue, the parenthetical phrases, Antoinette conveys her
suspicion about the authenticity of

such an ever-lasting

beauty.

hasty insertion also

On the other hand,

such a

uncovers Antoinette's anxiety to live in the peaceful and
pleasant

world

exhibited

in

the

story.

Nevertheless,

Antoinette herself is quite aware that no such world exists at
all.

As shown in the last sentence of the following passage,

Antoinette has already given up hoping for.the Garden of Eden:
. . I learn to say [the prayer] very quickly as
the others did, 'offer up all the prayers, works
and sufferings of this day. '
But what about
happiness,
I
thought at first,
is there no
happiness? There must be. Oh happiness of course,
happiness, well.
(56)
To make things worse, Antoinette's step-father arranges
for her marriage with Mr. Rochester, an Englishman that she
knows

nothing

about.

Informed

Antoinette has a nightmare,

of

the

news,

once

again

in which she wears a beautiful

long white dress, following a man to the forest.

And the man

is very likely her vision of the future husband:
. I follow him, sick with fear but I make no
effort to save myself; if anyone were to try to
save me, I would refuse. This must happen. Now we
have reached the for est.
We are under the tall
dark trees and there is no wind.
'Here?' He turns
and looks at me, his face black with hatred, and
when I see this I begin to cry.
(60)
With

the

lingering

fear

caused

by

the

nightmare,

Antoinette leaves the convent--the place where she can get
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only a glass of milk or a cup of hot chocolate when she is in
need of more passionate comfort.
"This

must

happen"

(60),

Submitting to her "fate,"

Antoinette

does

wedding, and, instead, marries Rochester.

not

cancel

the

Rhys points out in

her autobiography that she used to envy the black girls for
they were perfectly free and "marriage didn't seem a duty with
them as it was with us [the white girls]" (Smile Please 41).
This sense of obligatory social conformity may explain why
Antoinette

marries

Rochester

even

uncertain about the hasty marriage.

though

cannot

but

choose

to

feels

so

As Rhys states, "you were

a failure if you didn't [get married]"
Antoinette

she

(Smile Please 40);

marry

Rochester,

thus

worsening her misfortune.
In the second part of the novel, Antoinette's voice is
replaced by the husband's: Rochester becomes the narrator.
Thus symbolically Antoinette is dominated by her newly-married
husband.

Her happiness is at his mercy, while her appearance

on the stage is totally controlled by his narration.

In

short, Antoinette becomes, as Mona Fayad states, "a puppet"
who is moved "on strings" by Rochester (448).
Rochester,

Nevertheless,

obviously more interested in Antoinette's ample

dowry than in Antoinette herself, is also made uncomfortable
by the imprudent marriage.

It is not only because Rochester

is possessed with the concept that he has been "bought" by
Antoinette,
English

but also because his bride,

descent

perhaps,

but

definitely

a

creole of pure
not

English

or
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European (67), represents all of the alien things he perceives
in the West Indies: the "wild," "menacing" land, the hills
which seem to close in on people,
( 69) .

In

"Temps Perdi"

(1969)

and the "extreme green"

the narrator

states

that

"[t]here are places which are supposed to be hostile to human
beings and to know how to defend themselves" ("Temps Perdi"
155).

Apparently,

to Rochester the West Indies is such a

place, which is "hostile" and knows how to keep itself from
him.

As Rochester himself has noticed,

everything on the

tropical island is "too much" and therefore inaccessible to
him, an English outsider: "Too much blue, too much purple, too
much green.

The flowers too red, the mountains too high, the

hills too near.
(70) •

And the woman [Antoinette]

Consequently,

on

the

one

hand,

as

is a stranger"
shown

above,

Rochester cannot adjust himself to the new landscape of the
tropical island; on the other hand, he refuses to reconcile
himself to his married life,
approve of the marriage.

for in his heart he does not

In imagination, Rochester writes to

his father,

"a man whom he seeks to impress and emulate"

(Knapp 222).

And his narration here, an abrupt shift from the

description of his action to his inner thought, signifies how
baffled Rochester is by his marriage, a marriage based on his
wife's wealth:
[my ellipses] I
mane of the horse .
thousand pounds have
question of condition.
(that must be seen to) .
now.
I will never be a

looked down at the coarse
. Dear Father.
The thirty
been paid to me without
No provision made for her
I have a modest competence
disgrace to you or my dear
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brother the son you love.
No begging letters, no
mean requests.
None of the furtive shabby
manoeuvres of a younger son.
I have sold my soul
or you have sold it, and after all is it such a bad
bargain? The girl is thought to be beautiful, she
is beautiful. And yet. . .
(70)
With the unfinished sentence as shown above, Rochester betrays
his

true

attitude

toward Antoinette:

though

admiring her

beauty, he cannot appreciate her as his intimate wife, for to
Rochester Antoinette is always a stranger who has bought him.
In this manner, Rochester is himself a victim 2 , rather than
a victimizer, of the marriage: he suffers from the discomfort
and melancholy life that he spends with a foreign wife on an
alien island.
Contrary to Rochester, coming back to the place she grew
up to spend their honeymoon, Antoinette is like an exhausted
fish that regains fresh water; she tells Rochester: "This is
my place and everything is on our side" (74).
is not so optimistic as Antoinette.

But Rochester

In fact, Antoinette's

exhilaration at returning to the place she belongs, instead of
assuring Rochester, intensifies his feeling of detachment: he
cannot make sense of why Antoinette is so in love with the
extremely green land, and, especially, with the black nurse,
Christophine, whose language to him is "horrible" and whose
dress, trailing on the floor in order to show respect to the
new master, disgusts him (85).
Nevertheless, Rochester conceals his distaste, waiting
for the right time:
'He's a very good overseer,' she'd say, and
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I'd agree,
keeping my opinion of Baptiste,
Christophine and all the others to myself.
'Baptiste says . . . Christophine wants .
She trusted them and I did not.
But I could
hardly say so. Not yet.
(89)
As shown here, Rochester keeps his loathing and suspicion in
his

mind,

husband.

pretending

that

Superficially,

he
he

is· a

devoted

promises

and

generous

Antoinette

peace,

happiness and safety; secretly, however, he suspects that he
has been set up by her, or at least that there is a sort of
intrigue in his marriage:
I said to one of them [Antoinette's
relatives], 'We are leaving Jamaica tonight,' and
she answered after a pause, 'Of course, Antoinette
does not like Spanish Town.
Nor did her mother.'
Peering at me.
(Do their eyes get smaller as they
grow older?
Smaller, beadier, more inquisitive?)
After that I thought I saw the same expression on
all their faces. Curiosity? Pity? Ridicule? But
why should they pity me.
I who have done so well
for myself?
(77)
In the passage above, with the insertion of the parenthetical
sentence,

Rochester

expresses

lucidly

Antoinette and the marriage with her.

his

distrust

in

And the series of

questions here, while cutting .his narration, discloses how
anxiously he demands the "truth."
On the other hand, poor, companionless Antoinette, while
rejoicing at finally being with somebody, is ignorant of the
fact that Rochester is simply "thirsty for her" rather than
loving her (93).
"never wished

to

"always thought

To desperate Antoinette, the young girl who
live"

before

knowing

it would be better

if

Rochester
[she]

and who

died"

(91),

Rochester embodies not only a hope, but also the strength that
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may support her to live on.

Hence,

though feeling unsure

about the recently acquired happiness, Antoinette lets herself
become deeply involved in her love for Rochester.

Asking

Rochester such foolish questions as "Why did you make me want
to live?

Why did you do that to me?" (92), Antoinette shows

that she has already absolutely consigned her happiness as
well as her whole life to the seemingly passionate husband.
However, as foreshadowed by the large moth, which "blundered
into" the candle and fell to the floor one night when the
couple were chatting,

(81), Antoinette's earnest devotion to

Rochester is no less than an action of flying into fire; the
oncoming destruction is foreshadowed.
As for Rochester, Antoinette's attachment and accordingly
the pouring

out of her heart to him only make him more

skeptical about everything related to her: "But at night how
different, even her voice was changed.

Always this talk of

death.

(Is she trying to tell me that is the secret of this

place?

That there is no other way?

( 92) .

The passage presented here,

She knows.

She knows)"

Rochester's

narration

suggests that he is preoccupied by his sense of alienation and
disbelief in Antoinette: the parentheses cut his description
off, whereas his interior monologue emerges in fragments.
As a result, absorbed in his own suspicion, later when
receiving a blackmail note from Daniel, a rascal who calls
himself

Antoinette's

half-brother,

Rochester

instantly

embraces all the letter's groundless libel against Antoinette
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(including the suggestion that Antoinette inherits her dead
mother's insanity).

In a word, he refuses Daniel' s extortion,

while welcoming the latter's false report on Antoinette.

For

actually Rochester has "expected" and "been waiting for" such
a 'proof' so long that he feels "no surprise" at all when he
beholds the letter (99).
pages

of

the

novel,

From this time on, in the remaining

Rochester

' steps

on'

Antoinette

and

smashes her the same way as he does the orchid flowers: "· .
. Then I passed an orchid with long sprays of golden-brown
flowers.

One of them touched my cheek and I

picking some for her one day.
her.

remembered

'They are like you,' I told

Now I stopped, broke a spray off and trampled it into

the mud" (99).
Daniel' s blackmail is a catalyst to Rochester's rejecting
Antoinette.

The gap between the two different cultures,

however, is the real reason for Rochester's prejudice toward
Antoinette.

One night Rochester and Antoinette argue about

which land (England or the West Indies) is more like a dream
(80).

Defending their respective homelands, apparently both

are obsessed by their fixed ideas about each other's land of
birth.

And

communication,

while
the

misunderstanding

happiness

that

hinders

their

temporarily promised is also threatened.

marriage

their
has

As Wally Look Lai

comments, the couple's "relationship is doomed to failure from
the very start," for "both parties are so rooted in their
separate worlds" ( 41) .

And it is hardly surprising that, like
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the English husband in "The Day They Burned the Books" (1968)
who ceaselessly insults his creole wife, Rochester at last
throws away his mask as an attentive husband and starts to
humiliate Antoinette, the "dammed," "gloomy half-caste" (44).
Rochester's change plunges Antoinette into misery; she is
once more tortured by her sense of alienation.

In agony,

Antoinette tries to appeal to Rochester by telling him how she
is isolated by both the black and white communities:
'It was a song about a white cockroach.
That's me.
That's what they call all of us who
ever here before their own people in Africa sold
them to the slave traders. And I've heard English
women call us white niggers.
So between you I
often wonder who I am and where is my country and
where do I belong and why was I ever born at all . .
(102)
Nevertheless, Antoinette's sensational address does not
move Rochester, since the latter has asserted that the only
way

to

keep

himself

away

from

people's

jeering

at

his

'inglorious' marriage is to be apathetic, either to her plea
or to Antoinette herself:
. How old was I when I learned to hide what I
felt? A very small boy. Six, five, even earlier.
It was necessary, I was told, and that view I have
always accepted. If these mountains challenge me,
or Baptiste's face, or Antoinette's eyes, they are
mistaken, melodramatic, unreal (England must be
quite unreal and like a dream she said).
(103)
In the passage above,

Rochester cuts off his narration by

recalling Antoinette's words, and hence two persons' voices
can be heard at the same time.
fact

that Antoinette's

Thus Rochester betrays the

impression

of

England has

already

challenged his conception of the supposed "real" thing.

Aware
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of

this,

Rochester persistently

images of the West Indies.

endeavors

to

distort his

And because of his efforts, as

signified by his getting lost in the forest, Rochester at last
deliberately lets himself miss the road to Antoinette; she is
simply shut out by him.
Desiring

to

regain

Rochester's

love--though

there

actually was none, Antoinette asks Christophine to mix the
aphrodisiac

for

her.

And

this

incident

is

narrated

by

Antoinette, who replaces Rochester, becoming temporarily the
narrator in the middle of the second part of the novel.
sudden

substitution

of

narrators

undoubtedly

turns

The
one's

attention from Rochester to Antoinette, and hence makes the
latter's

fruitless

effort

more

touching.

Moreover,

it

signifies Antoinette's intention to recapture her dominant
position.

In other words, Antoinette prefers to take the

initiative in her marriage rather than to let Rochester manage
her life and happiness without any restriction.

However,

since Antoinette's role as narrator in the second part of the
novel does not last very long--it ends with the love-potion
episode--Antoinette inevitably gives in, both as wife and as
narrator.

Rochester recovers his role of narrator,

thus

symbolically reasserting his domination over Antoinette: "I
was calm,

it was the first time I

possessed

for

many a

long day"

had felt calm or self-

( 127) .

Hence Antoinette

becomes Rochester's prisoner, both physically and emotionally.
Feeling his heart "as heavy as the lead" (133), Rochester
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knows that Antoinette is going to live the same humiliated
life as her pitiable mother does

(who, after going mad,

is

sexually abused by her black attendant), for Rochester himself
is going to rob Antoinette of her dignity.

As a matter of

fact, drawing the sheet over Antoinette as if he were covering
"a dead girl"

(138)

the morning after he is "poisoned" by

Antoinette's 'love medicine,' Rochester metaphorically buries
the original Antoinette.

And by calling her Bertha,

her

mother's

transforms

the

name,

Rochester

Antoinette

into

mother, and determines for Antoinette her miserable future.
That is, as her mother was subjected to the black attendant,
Antoinette will finally become his slave.
Nevertheless, the fatal blow defeating Antoinette is that
Rochester intentionally sleeps with her black servant, Amelie,
and thus defiles the only place to which Antoinette feels
attached.

Accusing Rochester of spoiling the place she loves,

Antoinette

expresses

her

despair,

an

emotion

apparently

resulting from her awareness of the truth that losing a sense
of the place means to be exiled forever:
. . . But I loved this place and you have made it
into a place I hate.
I used to think that if
everything else went out of my life I would still
have this, and now you have spoilt it.
It's just
somewhere else where I have been unhappy,
(147)
Whereas

Antoinette's

protest

does

not

seem

to

stir

Rochester, Christophine's blaming him for profiting from the
marriage

does

consternation,

penetrate

his

innermost

secret.

Rochester struggles to defend himself.

In
As
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shown

in

the

following

passage,
various

however,

narration--a

mixture

of

voices

compulsively

repeats

Christophine's

Rochester's

since

words

in

Rochester
his

mind--

uncovers that privately Rochester suffers from his guilty
conscience:
Now every word she said was echoed,
loudly in my head.
'Sb that you can leave her alone.'
(Leave her alone)
'Not telling her why.'
(Why?)
'No more love, eh?'
(No more love)
{153)

echoed

As the conversation goes on, not only Rochester's inner voice
but also Antoinette's narration can be heard: "(I lay awake
all night long after they were asleep, and as soon as it was
light I got up and dressed and saddled Preston.
you.

Oh Christophine.

this

way,

there

simultaneously:

And I came to

O Pheena, Pheena, help me" (154).

are

five

Rochester's

different
narrating

voices

the

In

presented

story,

his

own

interior monologue, Christophine's addressing Rochester, and
Antoinette's narration as well as her inner voice--"Oh Pheena,
Pheena,
displays

help me."
Rochester's

Antoinette

coldly

such a

chaotic

bewilderment:
by

striving

narration undoubtedly
he

intends

against

to

reject

Christophine's

persuasion, while in his heart subconsciously sympathizing
with Antoinette in her afflictions.

Therefore, by shaking his

head "mechanically" (157), Rochester betrays that he has no
alternative but to refuse Christophine's request for loving
Antoinette.

Rochester's

suspicion,

resulting

from

the
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misunderstanding between the two cultures, prevents him from
loving Antoinette.

In other words, Rochester does not love

Antoinette not because he is unable to,

but because he is

hindered by his prejudice from doing so.
'I will not forsake her,' I
will do all I can for her.'
'You will love her like you
(Give my sister your wife
Love her as I did--oh yes I did.
that?)
I said nothing.
(158)
In this passage,

said wearily.

did before?'
a kiss from me.
How can I promise

Rochester recollects Daniel' s

Christophine is questioning him.

'I

words when

Hence the boundary between

his story-telling and inner thoughts is erased.

All these

confusing ways of narrating simply manifest that Rochester
cannot love Antoinette; they are two parallel lines which will
never cross.
In the letter to his father, later, Rochester points out
that he is going to leave Jamaica; his plan for Antoinette is
foretold in his drawing: a woman standing alone in a thirdfloor room of an English house.
Antoinette
"dangerous,"

from

the

"dark"

"hostile"

forest,

To Rochester, transplanting
place

(which,

"always wins")

with

(167),

its

to his

country, England, not only means that he may finally have his
revenge (for being "cheated" into the "shameful" marriage, a
marriage with the daughter of a mad and colored mother), but
also assures him that from then on he can thoroughly own
Antoinette, like a white master owning a colored slave:
[my ellipses] If she says good-bye
perhaps adieu.
Adieu--like those old-time songs
she sang. Always adieu (and all songs say it). If
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she too says it, or weeps, I' 11 take her in my
arms, my lunatic. She's mad but mine, mine. What
will I care for gods or devils or for Fate itself.
If she smiles or weeps or both. For me.
(165-6)
With

a

hate

which

is

"colder"

and

"stronger"

Antoinette's, Rochester at last masters her: "
hate go out of her eyes.

I forced it out.

She was only a ghost.

her beauty.

than

. . I saw the

And with the hate

A ghost in the grey

'

daylight.

die.

Nothing left but hopelessness.

Say die and watch me die" ( 17 O) •

Say die and I will

With the double-voiced

discourse here (i.e. both Rochester's and Antoinette's voices
are heard at the same time without any plain distinction
between the two), Rochester's narration reveals that he has
eventually

succeeded

in

transforming

Antoinette

into

a

"ghost."

On the other hand, the little black boy that is

forbidden

to

come

along with

them to

England

symbolizes

Antoinette's lost freedom and mind, for in reality, being mad,
Antoinette is locked up in the attic by Rochester as soon as
they reach his mansion in England.

From then on, Antoinette

becomes both literally and symbolically the imprisoned devil
exhibited in "Overture and Beginners Please"

(1976)--except

her own sorrow, Antoinette is isolated from everything in the
unbreakable mirror.
As explored previously, the first and second part of Wide
Sargasso

Sea

respectively.

are

narrated

by

Antoinette

and

Rochester

However, in the third part of the novel, after

Rochester has mastered Antoinette, the role of the narrator is
returned

to

Antoinette.

In

this

way,

Rhys

presents
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And through her obscure

Antoinette's anguish explicitly.

narration (for being insane), which, owing to the mixture of
present and past, reality and dream, is more like dream-talk
than story-telling, Antoinette's last vengeance appears more
pathetic and poignant.

Moreover,

Antoinette jumps into the fire,
disappears with her.

at the end of the novel
and her voice accordingly

Thus, without a narrator explaining what

happens after Antoinette's deadly action,
reader in eternal uncertainty.

Rhys leaves her

As Mona Fayad asserts, Rhys

"breaks the barriers of language by producing an open text
that cannot be closed on the death of a woman [Antoinette]"
( 451) •

Nevertheless, in the first two pages of the third part of
Wide Sargasso Sea, Antoinette's "warden," Grace Poole, takes
charge of the narration temporarily.

Such a momentary shift

of narrator serves as a transition, by which the imprisonment
of Antoinette is told from an on-looker's point of view, and
therefore

is

more

objective

and

clear.

Also,

such

an

arrangement serves to indicate that from now on it is Grace
Poole

who

Rochester.

supervises

Antoinette's

life

on

behalf

of

However, by means of Grace Poole's announcement

that "the house is· big and safe,
outside which,

.

a shelter from the world

can be a black and cruel world to a

woman" (178), the "black and cruel" world that Antoinette is
jailed in is ironically signified.

Imprisoned in the dark and

solitary attic, Antoinette finds out that there is no glass in
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which she can recognize herself:
There is no looking-glass here and I don't
know what I am like now.
I remember watching
myself brush my hair and how my eyes looked back at
me.
The girl I saw was myself yet not quite
myself.
Long ago when I was a child and very
lonely I tried to kiss her.
But the glass was
between us--hard, cold and misted over with my
breath. Now they have taken everything away. What
am I doing in this place and who am I?
(180)
As the passage above betrays, Antoinette has lost her identity
for a long time since a little girl, though she did not know
it then.

Imprisoned in Rochester's attic, Antoinette at last

sees the point:
believe them.

"They tell me I

am in England but I don't

We lost our way to England.

don't remember, but we lost it" (181).

When?

Where?

I

As suggested in the

passage, Antoinette does get lost; however, what she loses is
not the way to England but her identity.

She is forever an

alien.
Feeling stuck

in her

alienation,

though perhaps

not

consciously, Antoinette once more has a nightmare, in which
she encounters the haunted ghost of the house, shocked to find
that she herself is the ghost.
her

dream drops

protected

by

the

the

candle

"wall

of

In astonishment, Antoinette in
she

is

fire"

holding
(189).

only to
Upon

feel

waking,

Antoinette suddenly realizes why she has been brought to the
house and what she has to do.
causes, Antoinette

Bathing in the real fire she

procures the light which not only helps

her "escape from the control of the man who hates her" (Look
Lai 50), but also may help her go through "the dark passage"
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(Wide Sargasso Sea 190) and back to her beloved place, the
West Indies, where she will feel "extraordinarily happy" ("I
Used to Live Here Once" 162).
Nevertheless, as presented in "I Used to Live Here Once"
(1976),

the return after death to

the homeland does

not

promise happiness, for "there can be no return home to [the]
warm and colorful West Indian world" (Morrell 100) :
It was the boy who turned.
His grey eyes
looked straight into hers.
His expression didn't
change.
He said: 'Hasn't it gone cold all of a
sudden. D'you notice? Let's go in.'
'Yes let's,'
said the girl.
Her arms fell to her sides as she watched them
running across the grass to the house.
That was
the first time she knew" ("I Used to Live Here
Once" 163).
The ghost in the short story finally realizes that as a white
creole she is doomed to be an outcast, whether in life or in
death.

And the treasured homeland is disappointing for "there

was nothing, nothing.
Even

the

mountain

Nothing to look at.
stone

had

gone"

Nothing to say.

(Smile

Please

29).

Therefore, as illustrated in Rhys's autobiography, the wide
Sargasso Sea is always frightening: "And the sea, sometimes so
calm and blue and beautiful but underneath the calm--what?
Things

like sharks and barracudas are bad enough but who

knows,

not the wisest fisherman nor the most experienced

sailor, what lives in the Cuba deep" (Smile Please 71).

In

her autobiography Rhys suggests that one way to keep oneself
from being terrified by the unfathomable sea is to see it "in
the distance"

(71).

However,

since Antoinette cannot keep
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herself from getting involved in the turbulence caused by
social

and

racial

prejudice

destined to sacrifice.

in

the

West

Indies,

she

is

As suggested by the title that Rhys

originally planned to use, "That Wild Sea of Weeds Where I Was
Wrecked"

(Letter to Diana Athill, May 1964), Antoinette is

ultimately "wrecked" in the Sargasso Sea.

Notes
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1

In "Invitation to the Dance," Rhys displays the same kind of enmity
perceived on the white adults.

By calling the game, "Looby Looby

Li"--a game their children learn from the black children-"disgusting game" and "disgusting songs" ("Invitation to the Dance"
22), the white adults deliberately build a wild gulf between their
children and the black ones.

Hence, the mutual hatred is formed

even when both are still very young.
2
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak calls Rochester "a victim of the
patriarchal inheritance law of entailment rather than of a father's
natural preference for the firstborn (251).

She assumes that

Rochester marries Antoinette, a woman he cannot appreciate, simply
to please his father, thus making himself another victim of the
unhappy marriage.
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Conclusion

A white Creole born in the West Indies and later moving
to England, Rhys, as Coral Ann Howells comments, was fated to
"be regarded as an outsider in both [Caribbean and English]
cultures"

(21).

On the

one hand,

Rhys's

white,

English

characteristics'prevented her from identifying herself with
the blacks in the West Indies; on the other hand, her West
Indian traits hindered her association with the whites in
England.

As a result, Rhys encountered a "crisis of identity"

(Howells 21), and her novels reflect pointedly the author's
own bewilderment.

Rhys's heroines, including Anna in Voyage

in the Dark and Antoinette in Wide Sargasso Sea, therefore,
become more or less the embodiment of Rhys herself;

they,

although with various names and ages, all suffer from a sense
of no identity and thus of being eternally in exile.
In Voyage in the Dark, the heroine, Anna, is portrayed as
a miscast actress, whose roles performed on the stage of daily
life in England incessantly disconcert her.

Throughout the

novel, Anna persistently makes every effort to act as a chorus
girl, a mistress, and a manicurist among other roles; none of
these satisfy her.

For leaving obligatorily her birthplace--

also her beloved land, the West Indies, has hurt Anna so much
that she can never recover from the trauma.

Anna misses the

bright sunshine and the seemingly cheerful black servants back
in the West Indies.

Her encounters with women, who teach her
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how to catch or hate men, and with men, who think of nothing
but

taking

advantage

of

her,

simply make

resentful at having moved to England.

her

feel

Nevertheless, with no

particular skill that may help her support herself,
cannot

but

resign

herself

to

her

more

actual

situation:

Anna
she

remains, staying in London, that "awful" and "horrible" place
to which she wishes she had "never come over" at all (Voyage
in the Dark 46), and tries to behave as the English expect.
In her deep heart, however, Anna is always sad, always feeling
like an alien exiled in a strange, cold land.
In comparison to Anna, Antoinette in Wide Sargasso Sea,
though not leaving the West Indies (her birthplace, too) until
the very end of the novel, also tastes the bitterness of an
outsider.

However, her sense of alienation comes not from

leaving but from staying in the West Indies.

As a white

Creole, Antoinette has never been accepted by the blacks on
the islands, although privately she identifies herself with
them.

Unlike

Anna,

who

recognizes

"disliked" by her black servant

that

she

is

simply

(Voyage in the Dark 72),

Antoinette bears the "hatred" of all the blacks around her:
they burn down her house, throw stones at her, and chase after
her with their taunt, "white cockroach."

Therefore, although

Antoinette assumes that these are her place and her people
(Wide Sargasso Sea 7 4) ,

she is actually and ironically a

stranger in the West Indies.

And it is not until her marriage

with the Englishman, who pursues her for her rich dowry, that
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Antoinette's

fantasy

about

England

is

also

crushed.

Imprisoned in her perplexing situation, in which she confronts
a crisis of identity, Antoinette eventually sets herself free-both literally and symbolically--by jumping into the fire.
In contrast with Anna, who will start "all over again" (Voyage
in the Dark 188), Antoinette exterminates her life in despair.
Anna in Voyage in the Dark, though striving to start a
new life after repeated failures,
promising future.

does not seem to have a

Antoinette in Wide Sargasso Sea, losing the

courage to keep on living, is destroyed along with the attic
that jails her.

The language that Rhys employs in the two

novels, not coincidentally, reflects both heroines' pathetic
condition.
Assigned

to

be

first-person

exquisite

Anna

sensibility

and

Antoinette,

obsessed with

alienation,

occasionally interrupt their storytelling with

their own inner thoughts.

their

narrators,

to

M. M. Bakhtin in his The Dialogic

Imagination explores thoughtfully such an ambiguous boundary
of

language.

Calling

it

"hybridization,"

the

"mixing of

accents and erasing of boundaries between authorial speech and
speech of others" (320), Bakhtin confirms that various voices
can mingle well in one "single syntactic whole"

( 3 08)

and

meanwhile betray the author's (in the cases of Rhys's novels,
the heroines') true feeling.

As the two novels appear, Anna's

and Antoinette's narration, a mixture of different speeches
and diverse styles, does reveal the heroines' bewilderment as
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struggling in either a void between reality and dreams (Voyage
in the Dark)

or a

"twisted" world wherein no truth can be

perceived (Wide Sargasso Sea).

The two heroines' disordered

way of telling their stories,

in addition to echoing the

confusing situations that they are

in,

makes plain their

incapability to adjust themselves to the circumstances that
they

are

compelled

to

confront.

As

a

narrator,

while

referring to herself, Anna shifts constantly from first-person
to second-person subject; as a character, she also confuses
the present with the past, reality with dreams.

On the other

hand, as a narrator, Antoinette's role is frequently usurped
by different persons; as a character, she is deprived of the
strength and free will to be her own master, too.

Apparently,

while wandering between their own and others' languages, both
heroines

get

lost on their way to

their

identities:

"So

between you I often wonder who I am and where is my country
and where do I belong and why was I ever born at all" (Wide
Sargasso Sea 102).
In conclusion,

either dead in life or gaining "life"

after death, Anna and Antoinette exemplify alienated women,
whose lives are a "dead end" (Wolfe 168) due to their lack of
belonging.

And the double-voiced language that Rhys employs,

which mingles diverse voices without distinct margins, echoes
the endless ache that her heroines sense.
specifically stating them,

In short, without

Rhys's heroines have had their

confusion, anguish, and desperation revealed in an implicit
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yet impressive way.

Anna and Antoinette do not have to tell

of their alienation; their ways of speaking it have made it
all too explicit.
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